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editorial
 
For an organisation committed to the advancement of Rudolf 
Laban’s wide-ranging contribution to movement and dance, it will 
be no surprise that our last two issues focussed on dance theatre 
- for it was one of Laban’s main-stream fascinations: he was ‘a 
man of the theatre’ whose aims were ‘to promote dance as an 
independent theatre art (and) to raise the status of dance to equal 
that of the other arts’ (he was no less than Director of Movement 
and Choreography of the seven Prussian State Theatres).

But Laban was a catalyst and we can only be amazed (as we 
are reminded by Sally Archbutt) that ‘by 1927 there were 25 
Movement Choirs, one each in Paris, Vienna, Prague, Budapest, 
Zagreb, Holland and Latvia’. Community Dance for Laban, then, 
was yet another obsession - an obsession, which perhaps, 
we have been in danger of assuming was his over-riding pre-
occupation (when in fact dance theatre, notation, movement 
analysis, education, therapy and personality assessment all 
featured large in his multi-faceted genius).

As a concept, ‘community dance’ has grown like Topsy! It now 
assumes all-embracing dimensions - from dance for the disabled, 
to dance in the community of dance professionals. Try as we 
might, we can find no precise definition - no neat set of necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the meaning of  ‘community dance’.  In 
Wittgenstein’s terms we find a complicated network of similarities 
overlapping and criss-crossing and such manifestations can be 
likened to ‘family resemblances’.

Small wonder is it, then, that this diversity of appearances 
lends itself to imaginative interpretations - for as Alysoun 
Tomkins reminds us in her perceptive article: community dance 
practitioners need to be ‘creative’ in their definitions particularly if 
they are to secure financial support! Be that as it may, the rewards 
for such ‘creativeness’ are considerable (see Jackie Mortimer’s 
incredible achievements and images on our back cover). Uma 
Mather also joins the debate on the differences between dance 
theatre and community dance with some valuable analyses of 
the  ‘performative event’.

The impact of the International Conference on Kinetography 
Laban in August still vibrates and Sally Archbutt’s tribute to the 
accomplishments of Albrecht Knust serves to remind us of his 
monumental legacy - to which we are proud heirs. Jean Jarrell 
also presents a memorable evening’s performance at the ICKL 
Conference.

Captured on our front cover are some lively images by Pam 
Anderton from the CCPR’s ‘On Show’ in the Royal Albert Hall 
on 24th September - and a vivid description of the event is given 
by Sheila McGivering in which she acknowledges Caroline 
Mummery’s white-clad group representing the Guild with a most 
sensitive performance.
 
As the year 2005 comes to a close, we wish our readers the 
season’s greetings and look forward to the New Year 2006 – 
the year when we celebrate the Guild’s Jubilee; it was 60 years 
ago when (as Valerie Preston Dunlop reminds us) that: ‘sitting 
amongst a carpet of bluebells in Miss Ullmann’s garden’ the Guild’s 
Constitution was discussed and the Laban Art of Movement Guild 
was born - with Laban himself as Life President!
 

Gordon Curl           
      
Note: The Editor expresses sincere thanks to Miss Bede Barford 
(Executor), former Deputy Principal of Chelsea College, for donating 
archival papers and lecture notes to the Guild from the Estate of Miss 
Audrey Bambra OBE.
    
      

It was good to see Jane Dudley’s statement in the last Magazine, 
but to most dancers she is now only a legend. Jane was a highly 
intelligent woman with a vast knowledge of the Arts, but she was 
not an academic, she was a feisty, emotional, and bitingly direct 
person, truly larger than life.

Jane’s first four years of training were with Hanya Holm. She 
went to Graham because she felt Hanya could not really train a 
dancer, although in her last teaching phase much of the creativity 
of her work sprang from these beginnings.

When I was asked to return to The Place in 1979, for the next 
nine years I was Jane’s teaching Assistant and Rehearsal 
Director. What she taught me was how to discipline my teaching 
so that it was adequate in a professional school. She could be 
ruthless, but what I learned enabled me to be accepted as a full 
colleague at the Folkwanghochschule, where the ethos of the 
training was very similar to that at The Place. The routes were 
somewhat different, but the demands made on young students 
were alike ... and so I could go on.

Vivien Bridson
(The Editor has invited Vivien to expand on her rich experiences 
- which she has agreed to do in our next issue’s Questions for 
the Experts.)
     _____________________________

We were delighted to see that the review of Fall & Recover was 
the winner of your Dance Appreciation Awards. We would like to 
congratulate you and your staff for your initiative. Please keep us 
updated on your activities.
Best wishes                                                                                              

Elisabetta
IMDT Irish Modern Dance Theatre
SFX City Theatre 23 Upper Sherrard Street 
Dublin 1 Ireland
imdt@iol.ie
www.irishmoderndancetheatre.com

letters

Members and many other admirers world-wide will wish to 
offer Dr Geraldine Stephenson their warmest greetings on the 
occasion next month of her 80th birthday.

Instrumental in the formative years of the Guild, Geraldine has 
been our President and is now an Honorary Vice President as 
well as President of the Lisa Ullmann Travelling Scholarship 
Fund.

Geraldine’s contributions to the cause of Movement and 
Dance and the Guild have been truly monumental.

(Those wishing to send messages of congratulations for 
publication in the February issue of the Magazine should 
send them to the Editor by 1st January

_______________________________

Also of great significance for the Guild is the celebration of its 
Diamond Jubilee in the forthcoming year 2006.

A glance at the Guild’s magazines during the past 60 
years reveals a rich archive of outstanding contributions to 
Movement and Dance.

(Messages can be sent to the Editor by 1st January for 
publication in the February issue to mark this milestone in the 
Guild’s history.)

celebrations
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the concept of community dance
- meaning and values

(Alysoun Tomkins trained at both the Laban Art of Movement 
Studio in Addlestone and Trent Park College (now Middlesex 
University) and completed an MA in Dance Anthropology from 
Surrey University in 1999. Alysoun has worked primarily in 
community contexts and has been closely associated with 
Candoco Dance Company since its formation having written 
and presented papers on Dance and Disability. She danced for 
Rosemary Lee in a site specific piece entitled “Take me to the 
River” (1999) and for Erica Stanton and Marion Gough’s company 
“Mothers of Invention” in 2001. Alysoun has also lectured at 
London Contemporary Dance School, University of Surrey, 
Roehampton and has taught in Madrid, Hong Kong, Korea and 
most recently in Bologna, Italy and the National University for the 
Arts in Taipei, Taiwan. Alysoun is presently Programme Leader 
for the Professional Dance Studies Programmes at LABAN).
 
Christopher Thomson in his paper to the 10th anniversary of the 
SVTC Conference in Bern in October 1997, stated that, “The 
history of community dance in Britain is the story of a kind of 
revolution that has benefited the whole dance profession: 
performers, choreographers, teachers, venues and promoters.”

In an attempt to support and explain his statement it is essential 
to define this area of professional dance practice and to unravel 
and define the meanings and values behind the work. The use 
of the word, ‘professional’ in the last sentence was deliberate as 
one hears of a boundary being drawn between what people refer 
to as, ‘professional dance’ and what they identify as, ‘community 
dance’. By implication, therefore, defining community dance as 
being at best amateur at worst unprofessional! Dance activity in 
and with communities, which is led by professional dance artists, 
and which receives, directly or indirectly, public funding can be 
deemed to be community dance. The title, ‘Professional Dance 
Artist’, is used here to describe teachers, facilitators, performers 
and choreographers. This definition will not include the private 
dance schools which operate on a commercial basis. Community 
Dance activity will be diverse in terms of styles used, the people 
who take part and the sites in which it occurs. Publicly funded 
community dance projects can occur in building based dance 
centres or site specific venues or institutions such as prisons 
and hospitals. They can be delivered by individual dance artists, 
dance agencies, small dance companies, or company education 
units and utilise a range of dance genres. It is important for the 
dance artist not to assume reasons why people wish to partake 
in dance activity nor how they wish to dance. What is important is 
to listen to what the potential participants say and respond.

Access to dance activity is a second defining feature. To use 
government policy terminology, community dance artists have 
been widening access to dance since the beginnings in the 
1970s. The effect of this policy of including differently abled or 
aged people in workshops, classes and projects for instance, 
can now be seen both in the student cohort of training schools 
and in companies. The principle that everyone can dance and 
that it is the dance artists’ role to develop each person’s dance 
and creative/expressive potential underpins the ethos 
of the community dance movement. The arrival of 
Laban and the idea that by encouraging and developing 
each person’s unique movement through focussing on 
qualities and intentions rather than imposing a codified 
technique on their body, meant that dance could be 
more accessible.
 
In his statement above, Christopher Thomson claimed 
that community dance had benefited the whole dance 
profession. Historically there is evidence that one 
reason why community dance attracted public funding 
from the Gulbenkian Foundation and from the then 
named Arts Council of Great Britain (ACGB) was in 
order to develop dance audiences for the new, small, 

contemporary dance companies evolving from the growing 
number of dance graduates who required performance and 
choreographic opportunities. If ACGB was to support these 
companies then they needed to find ways to educate and excite 
people about contemporary dance in order to sell tickets, thus 
also benefiting venues and promoters. So community dance 
artists and companies, through their education and community 
work, developed audiences for contemporary dance.

Another benefit that community dance has given to the dance 
profession is that of employment. Young dance graduates 
found that there were employment opportunities if they were 
prepared to deliver workshops in and for community groups. 
Some undertook further training at, for example, LABAN on the 
Postgraduate Certiificate: Dance in Community  programme, 
in order to widen their knowledge and skills and increase their 
employment prospects. Today, dance artists refer to their 
portfolio career, meaning that they have a variety of roles and 
jobs within their work. The boundaries then, between performer, 
choreographer, teacher, or facilitator are blurred as often dancers 
are involved in all aspects of the profession.

Evidence of the ethos and philosophy of community dance can 
be found in the policies of individual and company community 
dance providers:

Cecilia MacFarlane, an individual community dance artist has 
specialised in working cross-generationally. Her policy states: 
“The belief that dance … is a fundamental form of expression 
and communication” and her aims include: “ promoting dance in 
the community to participants of all ages and abilities … working 
as a facilitator, empowering others’ creativity.” Greencandle 
is a community dance company who provide: “Participatory 
dance-based projects to young people in nurseries, schools and 
colleges, older people in day centres, sheltered housing and 
residential homes, people in hospitals, refugees and asylum 
seekers, and people with learning disabilities. Their policy 
includes the belief that: “everyone has a right to communicate, 
express and enjoy themselves through dance, and that dance is 
an invaluable tool in health, education and human development. 
It seeks to enable people in all communities, of all ages and of all 
physical and mental abilities to both watch and practice dance.”

DanceEast is the National Dance Agency for the East of England. 
It aims to, “… act as a catalyst to promote excellence and an 
identifiable, creative and broad dance ecology for the East of 
England with access for all” through the, “support [of] artistic 
practice and access to dance through a range of initiatives … 
Building new audiences and advocates for dance, developing the 
art form and supporting dance artists” a     Community dance work 
takes place in socio-political contexts and therefore is to some 
extent governed by either local or national political ideologies 
because funding follows policies and community dance can follow 
funding. Hence, when community dance practitioners define the 
aims and objectives of a project they need often to be creative 

‘Danceability and Boys’ Class’      
Photographer Benedict Johnson

in their definitions in order that the funding is secured. A project 
addressing the needs of socially excluded young people or those 
living in an area earmarked for regeneration might concur with a 
funder’s agenda. However a group of forty - fifty year-old women 
in leafy Surrey may be less attractive unless one uses the recent 
report from Sweden where it has been shown that exercise for 
this age group can prevent dementia in later life, then funding 
from health sources may be forthcoming!

There have been many claims as to the aims and benefits of 
dance in communities and often these are subjective. For 
example:

Arts managers:
Access and participation [to art and cultural activity] are key issues 
... community participants can explore the creative process and 
express emotional, intellectual, social and physical needs. 

                                       Radbourne & Fraser, 1996, pp36‑3

Arts educationalists:
... one of the central and most rewarding aspects of  engagement 
with the arts ... is the progressive development of individuality 
and personal involvement, with consequent differences of feeling 
and opinion. 

                                                                       Best, 1992, p30 

Community dance practitioners:
In community dance ... we may find ... a social experience ... 
complemented by opportunities for other kinds of social contact 
(eating or drinking together,) ... the use of dance activity to build               
self‑confidence, release physical and mental tension...dance as 
a creative self‑expression ... self‑help is emphasised. 
                                                                  Thomson, 1988, p95

Community dance professional organisations:
... contribution of dance in transforming and empowering the 
lives of individuals and their community.     

Foundation for Community Dance, 1995/6

And, Peter Brinson:
... everybody can realize not only whatever ability they have 
in dance, but realize also themselves, gain in self confidence, 
capacity for decision-making and innovation, relationships with 
others in their community. Thus they strengthen the community               
and themselves as active citizens in a democratic society.
                                                                      Brinson,1991, p115

The problem with these statements is that they tend to be what 
people inherently know and assume, but what community dance 
artists need to be able to do is to prove that the claims made 
are actual. In order to gain support for the work we need to be 
able substantiate these claims. The Headmaster referring to the 
increase in concentration of his pupils in class after they have 
taken part in a dance project, or the prison governor remarking 
on the improved social skills of the inmates, are common place 
evaluative remarks but how do we verify those claims?  Gordon 
Curl, in Vol. 23 No. 23 Autumn 2004, page 7 of Movement and 
Dance, asks, “Surely some carefully controlled research would 
determine whether or not Community Dance was consistently 
(rather than anecdotally) capable of achieving such benefits?” 
    
An anthropological approach can be utilised in an attempt to 
provide that data through the use of ethnographic research 
methods. In other words, listening to people - letting them define 
aims and objectives, meanings and values of community dance 
by describing the reasons they take part and the benefits they 
gain. In 1999 I undertook such research with a group of people 
in their forties who were dancing in the “Take Me To The River” 
project choreographed by Rosemary Lee. The participants’ voices 
were heard through a number of formats, my own participatory 
observation, questionnaires, informal and formal interviews. From 
the data gathered there were four areas of benefit suggested by 
those dancers: 

the concept of community dance
- meaning and values [cont]

Social.
The most common benefit was the chance to connect, collaborate 
and form friendships and relationships with other like‑minded 
people. The opportunity to relate to others spilled over into 
further aspects of their life making building relationships easier. 
The humour, fun and playful way in which these friendships were 
made was appreciated and for one male dancer presented a 
chance to meet women! It also helped a few to feel good about 
being who they were.

Emotional.
Only one dancer found that she did not benefit emotionally or 
spiritually from her own dancing but could be moved by watching 
others dance. For the majority, dance gave them a sense of 
well‑being, calmness, happiness and joy. It allowed a release of 
negativity and tension allowing an awareness of emotions which, 
in turn, could be worked through in times of crisis. In fact, dance 
being a cathartic experience. 

Spiritual.
The word, ‘connect’, was used repeatedly to describe the 
integration they felt with the inner soul and outer body and the 
development of this connection with the outer world. The outer 
world was represented by the universe or other human beings. 
For some this led to, “less ‘I’ ” identification, whereas others 
looked to the self more and valued it.

Physical.
The majority of respondents emphasised the physical challenge 
and enjoyment which improved their general fitness. One spoke 
of dance giving the opportunity to articulate something through 
the body to the outside world. 
  
When asked what they would miss most if dancing were denied 
them, the replies, not surprisingly, offered a combination of the 
above:

Sense of body ... body discipline ... physicality and the feeling of 
motion in space ... feeling healthy ... joy ... liberation ... moving 
with people ... comradeship ... being with other dancers ... 
somewhere to go for myself ... a creative outlet … I am more 
confident, detached from others’ actions ... dance affects the way 
I perceive and respond to things on a daily basis … Appreciated 
the quality of being in a company ... impressed by the warmth of 
the group ... memory of all the wonderful people ... Sense of own 
centre which will carry me through Life ... sense of confidence ... 
moved from ‘never was’ to ‘has been’. 1

Thus, community dance, wherever, however and with whomever, 
has benefited not only the dance profession but those participants 
who are given access to it. There is more research to be done 
and recorded in order that evidence of the meanings, values and 
benefits is proved.

Endnotes:
1  Reference: www.britishcouncil.org/arts-acd-directory
2 Voices of participants in the “Take Me to the River” project 1999
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community dance at brockhill!
(Jackie Mortimer MA began her career in 1974 after training at 
Coventry College of Education in PE, specialising in dance with ‘a 
strong underpinning’ of Laban’s principles – rules which she says 
gave her ‘a strong foundation’ and from which she has ‘enjoyed 
deviating’.  Her work flourishes on ‘a strong dance technique – 
which ‘focuses on strong bodies’. Her first appointment was at St 
Leonards Secondary School for Girls, Hythe in Kent and after 33 
years, she is still at the same school although it has undergone 
many changes. She has undertaken a variety of roles and is 
currently Deputy Head with responsibility for  Performing Arts at 
the School - now designated Brockhill Performing Arts College. 
Jackie gained her MA in Expressive Arts at Canterbury Christ 
Church University College and is in frequent demand for lecture-
demonstrations, Inset Courses and PGCE work, variously, in 
neighbouring Schools, Colleges and Universities - as well as 
high-profile performances (including Canterbury Cathedral). She 
is now Chief Examiner for GCSE Dance; prior to that a Moderator. 
Her School achieves excellent results in GCSE and A level 
Dance. The Editor has attended 
many of Jackie’s productions which 
have enthralled the community with 
capacity audiences and discerning 
critics).

What is it all about? 
Empowerment, self-belief, a sense 
of worth and identity: these are 
but a few reasons why I believe in 
Community Dance - and why I have 
been involved with it for over 25 
years. Of course, dance is also about 
the art form itself and at community 
level it is still important that dance 
retains its artistic integrity and does 
not become something else.

Dance in the community works when the community identify 
it as a need, and then, when the response is age-and-content 
appropriate. Parents also like to know that their children are 
engaged in meaningful activity and that they are well cared for in 
an environment in which risk-taking is considered and met with 
care. It also works when a path is laid out so that young dancers 
beginning their adventure have a recognizable journey to travel 
and can benefit from seeing role-models who demonstrate the 
dance ability which they hope will be theirs in years to come!

Instep!
In my case Instep (the rather quickly plucked title I gave to 
this group) began in response to youngsters leaving school 
requesting to continue their dance activities because they had 
enjoyed the experience this far!

The first class began 26 years ago and from small acorns we 
now have over 120 members from aged 2 to adult and a team 
of eight dedicated teachers who give their time twice a week to 
deliver the classes.

The focus of the classes is performance. Each and every 
class ends with a performance and there is always an end of 
year show for all members. Those older students who wish to 
dedicate more time to dance attend weekend residencies and 
additional rehearsals to engage in the pursuit of performance 
and choreographic excellence. Excellence has always been my 
aim!

Young people want to be excellent - they want to shine - and 
when they do they become so much more than the individual 
parts that have brought them this far. I have watched this journey 
made many times by young people who begin as timid and 
insecure and finish confident and self assured; they are also 
wonderful performers!

Dance Teacher vs Youth Worker
Instep was a stand-alone group for over twenty years. It became 

important in our secluded geographical area to belong, and so I 
affiliated Instep to the Youth Service and this did much to foster 
youngsters’ approval. This was not a “dance school” this was a 
group for young people who happened to do dance - it made a 
difference!

I found the dichotomy between being a dance teacher in school 
and being a youth worker in the community interesting, but I 
always worked to achieve the same standards demanded by the 
school for the youth group. I learnt much about expectations at 
this time. Many community dance groups which began at the 
same time as us have long since ceased - and I have always 
wondered why we have been so long-lived? I think the key is 
consistency. I have been the consistent figure - others have come 
and joined the teaching team and most have stayed because it 
is such fun and so rewarding! And then there is the expectation 
from the teaching team. High expectation in the context of dance 
for all. 

Funding
Then I sought funding to 
support the work I wanted to 
do! I wanted to costume the 
dances, buy a dance floor, pay 
technicians, and eventually 
I managed to gain support 
from local businesses and 
locally based institutes who 
support youth projects. These 
were small donations, but 
they all helped and I spent 
wisely, buying costumes and 
equipment which would last - 
and have lasted to this day!

Over the last five years our 
annual production costs have risen so that we were faced with 
raising over £10,000 a year to put on the quality of performance 
we would like! It seemed daunting - we are, after all, just a youth 
group. All the teachers work full time in their “real jobs” and we 
have no administrator, so we just start in September with fund-
raising bids and self-help projects. They vary in nature: from car-
washing to cake sales, to family fun-days, to a yearly raffle. Little 
by little we make progress and we have been able to meet the 
costs – just!

Developing the Community Aspect
Instep has always worked from the school in which I teach 
- Brockhill. As the school moved to make a bid to become a 
specialist status school in Performing Arts, Instep became an 
important part of the bid - signifying a real and sustained interest 
in community work. Once the specialism was confirmed, the 
work of Instep became a focus for the further development of 
community dance.

The school appointed two dance animateurs (who were both 
graduates from Instep) to work in our local Primary and Special 
Schools and the requests for more support are endless! So 
community dance at Brockhill is a two-way affair: the community 
come to the school to enjoy classes and the dance team go to 
the community; one way or another access is maximised!

community dance at brockhill! (cont)
Over time Instep has developed from a small group offering 20 
people a dance class to a large organisation which is valued by 
its community!  In a way the work of Instep has overtaken my 
expectations. Now as the school moves 
forward into its second year as a Specialist 
College for Performing Arts, Instep will 
enjoy, for the first time in over 25 years, 
some first class facilities: the school hall 
is being converted to a theatre and the 
dance companies can look forward to 
many more performances without the 
need to fund-raise to meet the costs of 
staging quality performances

Flagship – Boys’ dance is cool!
In the last four years the significant 
difference for us has been the rise of boys’ 
dance. This has come about as a result of 
extraordinary teaching in the curriculum at 
school. Boys’ uptake at Key Stage 4 has 
risen so that half of the students opting 
(which is in the region of 120 students in 
all) will be boys.

A wonderful, if select group of boys, took GCSE some 4 years 
ago and they became a flagship for promoting boys’ dance. They 
still dance now – having reached the age of 19! They provided 
positive role-models and it became “cool” to be in the boys 
dance company - so “cool” that we had to operate three separate 
companies to meet the need. The company classes are run out 
of school as part of the extended curriculum and are paralleled 
by three girls’ companies; these groups form the Wednesday 
Night classes and are made up of those who wish to commit to 
dance in a more serious way!

Routes for progression:
The Thursday classes are for our Pre-school and Primary 
classes. Many of these children are from our feeder Primary 
Schools - of which there are many - as we are a rural school 
covering a large catchment area. In addition, on Thursday, we 
run two other classes for Secondary students to 
develop dance; some of these ask to be more 
involved and attend on Wednesday - others 
attend and view it as a leisure activity enjoying 
a weekly class. Either way, there is a clear route 
for progression and I think this is really important.

Over the last few years members who have 
left and gone on to study dance degrees have 
maintained their relationship with the company, 
so now we have established collaborators who 
come back and make work with us! These 
collaborations have helped us keep up-to-date 
and have challenged our dance making so that 
we are not stale.

High Standards
Since the outset we have always sought 
the opportunity to work with professional 
choreographers; several hard earned 
commissions resulted in projects with 
choreographers such as  Peta Lily, Neil Fisher 
and  Jamie Watton. Each one moved us on; each one provided 
us with an opportunity to develop. Those lucky enough to be 
included were then able to cascade their ideas to the others and 
in this way the work was kept fresh.

I soon discovered that if you expect high standards they begin to 
happen - and nothing drives success like success; each group 
worked to be better than their predecessors and even if they were 
not better, they worked to be original .  Longevity comes from 
success; it’s easy to keep going when you feel you are engaged 
in something good and fun. For the teachers, maintaining 
involvement  is easy when you feel you may be a force for 

change! We foster the thought that everyone can be excellent 
and that excellence comes from striving and commitment. We 
also work for a team ethos. There are some individuals who 

emerge as important role-models, but we 
have no stars - everyone is important, 
everyone is valued.

Performance
 I said early on that performance forms 
a key part of our work. Young people 
join dance classes because they like to 
perform. Performance is really important. 
We have accepted every possible 
chance to perform, and that has been 
challenging: dancing in the street for 
carnivals, festivals or late night Christmas 
shopping, dancing at youth festivals, 
travelling for competitions. When I 
reflect on this I am sure that we always 
maintained our standard – but sometimes 
we felt misplaced or misunderstood. But 
the youngsters did not mind as long as 
they were performing - I somehow knew 

that each and every performance was part of a journey.
Now we can be more selective choosing to perform at more 
prestigious events such as the LABAN platforms or Creative 
Partnerships Conferences or the National Dance Teachers’ 
Association AGM. But we still try to perform in as many local 
events as we can! After all it has been - and continues to be - the 
local organisations who have supported us financially and made 
up our audiences .

Today and the future
Community Dance has created a sense of place for me! I find as 
I move around my local community, and now further afield, that 
I have a network of friends who I have come to know through 
dance. In turn the dancers have forged cross-school links 
which has done much to break down barriers - especially in a 
community with selective education and single sex schools! Boys 
and girls mix with ease. Age groups merge and young people 

find they work together with 
comfortable ease.

The additional bonus is 
that parents are drawn 
into the team. We are 
supported by our parents 
in our productions. They 
work backstage and front-
of-house for us; they come 
in each Thursday when 
their children dance and 
I take time to talk to them; 
many of these parents are 
ex-students of mine and it’s 
good to keep in touch!

Recent opportunities 
include a year-long 
project which we are just 
approaching with enormous 
excitement. The Flag project 

involves the setting up of two companies from within the school 
and Instep, based on the model of the all female Cholmondeleys 
and the all male Featherstonehaughs to re-create Flag - an 
hour and 10 minute-long dance performance.  This project 
is a true community effort - the dance companies generating 
some established dancers with other dancers from school who 
have different dance experiences. In common they all share 
enthusiasm, commitment and performance ability. This project 
will be a life-changing experience for those involved.

photos pages 6 and 7 by Tony Nandi
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view from america

 My son has just moved to St. Petersburg from Moscow 
and said: “Dad, there are so many beautiful women here!” 
We immediately made plans for me to visit.

More truthfully, I pondered the question of beauty in 
women and whether a distinction could be made between 
America and Britain. Of course, beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder and it varies according to culture and epoch. If I 
was a woman perhaps I would be pondering the question 
of beauty in men.

I once wrote about an advertisement showing a woman 
in underwear wearing a bowler hat in comparison with 
another advertisement of a naked woman in a natural 
pose. The former raised no complaint while the latter was 
condemned by Mary Whitehouse and banned. I thought 
it should have been the other way round. The accepted 
advertisement was ugly by reason of the contradictory 
elements in the pose and the clothes while the banned one 
gave an impression of wholesomeness and movement. At 
that time I had already come to the conclusion that beauty 
was apparent primarily in how we move.  I’m confident 
Laban would have approved.

Applying this criterion in Claremont, California, where 
there are a number of colleges, I found many examples 
of students (male and female) who moved confidently, 
rhythmically, harmoniously as they walked between one 
building and another - and beautifully. Then I observed 
people at random walking to their cars, or in a shopping 
street, or to the bank (of course, Californians rarely stray 
far from their cars). Predominantly, the way people walked 
was brittle, awkward and just plain ugly). The fact that 
many were obese does not help. 

The same experiment in Britain produced similar results 
but the contrast was less marked. Most things in America 
happen with greater intensity between greater extremes. 
This is evident in one questionable pursuit of ‘beauty’ - 
cosmetic surgery.

I happened to pick up a local newspaper when in San 
Diego recently and was surprised by the large number of 
pages consisting of advertisements by doctors offering 
cosmetic surgery. There has been a lot of publicity about 
it here, too, but it seems to have assumed the dimension 
of a craze in America. I hope it is not catching on among 
the college students I observed. Whatever the shape of 
their nose they don’t need cosmetic surgery.

Both Americans and British would gain by recognising that 
it is beauty of movement which is really important. How 
can standards of beauty/ugliness, harmony/disharmony, 
rhythm/arhythm, be judged? I suspect Laban knew and 
we are making some progress in finding out what those 
standards are.
 
He and Lisa Ullmann made some progress in establishing 
standards of harmony in the teaching of movement to 
children. What a great potential there is for children to 
grow up valuing beauty in movement. Maybe it is already 
happening in Britain more than America. With regard to 
Russia, stand by for my report from St.Petersburg. 

Warren Lamb

(We can’t wait for Warren’s report from St Petersburg! 
Ed.)

community dance at 
brockhill! (cont)

This year we are focusing also on boys’ dance and have been 
successful in receiving a Lottery Awards for All Grant to help us 
develop boys dance to include boys from outside our immediate 
school circle. In this way we hope boys’ dance will become more 
community based, as is our girls’ programme.

We are always busy and always planning for the future. The success 
of the groups depends upon participation – so that everyone knows 
that they are preparing for the next performance or project.

As the groups become larger we work on effective mentoring so 
that older students support and work with our younger members 
as volunteers. In this way we have begun a useful and rewarding 
relationship with our Youth Development Worker and our older 
members have become part of the Youth Challenge Project and The 
Millennium Volunteer Project which helps us to develop skills which 
will be useful in their adult lives.

Community Dance for us has become so much more that dance 
classes. We have developed a network of young people who now 
demonstrate commitment to the task and each other. These young 
people will take their place in their local communities as well balanced 
citizens, with much to offer. We also recognise that dance is in good 
hands with these young people who will take it into the future with 
love and care. 

Jackie Mortimer 

what is the difference between professional 
theatre dance and community dance?

(Uma Mather MA holds a position on the Laban Guild Council 
as the Guild’s representative to the CCPR. As a freelance 
dance practitioner she tutors and choreographs for Dance Alive 
Community Dance, WISP Dance Club and provides creative 
dance for local schools and community groups. Since July this 
year Uma has secured a Dance Development Officer/Practitioner 
Post for the Wrexham County with North East Wales Dance, 
implementing and providing a full equal opportunities and life 
long learning dance program. For the past six months Uma has 
been running her own small dance company, Choretechnics, 
specializing in choreography and performance for the Dance 
Club genre. Choretechnics made their international debut 
performing to a 1000 strong capacity audience in Belgium at the 
end of October. Uma was awarded an MA in European Dance 
Theatre Practice from LABAN this year). 

This is inevitably a difficult question - once the obvious snap-
judgemental answers are put to one side. It can be viewed 
from different perspectives relating to varied sub-questions. 
Here, I have chosen to discuss such matters as: dance as an 
experiential art form, the relationship between performance and 
audience, the relationship of the choreographer - firstly to the 
group of participants involved, and secondly to the performance 
work. Before discussing these aspects, let us consider those 
‘snap judgements’ - the obvious answers.
 
Some may look at our question above on a more personal 
level, for example, by asking: what is the difference between a 
professional dancer and little Mollie - or big Mollie for that matter? 
To the viewer, the difference may seem striking - particularly 
when considering technical ability and aptitude in performance. 
Such judgements based on comparisons and first impressions of 
this type are an aspect of everyday life - and how often has one 
heard the saying ‘don’t judge a book by its cover’? The question 
requires much more consideration - for once the ‘cover’ has been 
viewed, how then do we proceed into the depths of the pages?
 
Firstly, I suggest we ask the question about the nature of 
‘similarity’ rather than ‘difference’. Similarity and difference can 
be thought of as two sides of a coin: there is no whole without 
both parts - to interrogate and understand one sheds light on 
and informs the other. This new question does not produce a 
snap-judgement; it requires a more thoughtful answer, a deeper 
inspection - one that digs below the surface, peeling away the 
layers of the obvious and visible. This deeper inspection must 
look into the depths of what it is to dance or be a dancer, whether 
that be on a professional or community level.

Dance as an experiential art form
If little Mollie is asked why she goes to dance? She may reply: 
‘it’s fun’, ‘it’s exciting’, ‘I like dancing with my friends’, or perhaps, 
‘because I love dancing! If the same question is put to big 
Mollie, her answer may relate to such issues as interaction, 

communication, expression, physical well-being or once again 
- a love for the dance.

Here then, let us 
consider professional 
dancers - as 
professionals - in that 
sense that dancing 
is their job. When 
asking the question 
‘why do you dance?’ 
– would we expect 
the top of the list of 
answers to be: ‘it’s 
good money’ or, ‘I get 
to see the world? I 
think not; these may 
be perks of the job - 
depending upon the 
company of which 
one is lucky enough 
to be a member, 
or, if one enjoys 
a ruthless touring 
schedule. Being a 
professional dancer 
means commitment 
and dedication to a 
gruelling physical 
regime and places 
higher importance on that touring schedule than say, home life 
or personal relationships. So then why? The answer reveals the 
same reasons that Mollie gave - though these answers will be 
more complex, intellectual, meatier and thorough. However, in 
there at ground level, we discover interaction, communication, 
expression and feeling. Simply put: these ideas, concepts and 
emotions are what make up the experience of dancing and 
why people do it - no matter what level they attain. It is why, 
once started, people carry on; later comes the questioning and 
striving to understand the experience and to obtain a high level 
of physical ability.

One difference lies in the general consensus as to how each 
is viewed by society. On a basic level, community dance is 
viewed as a wholly experiential genre and professional dance 
as a wholly performance genre. This, in my view, comes from 
society’s experience of both as ‘outsiders’. Whilst many have 
the experience of Mollie, Adam and their class mates by going 
to class where they experience dancing - most people only 
experience professional dance through performances at the 
theatre. This creates an illusion, for ‘outsiders’, that professional 
dancers only spend their time performing.

It can not be denied that professionals spend much of their time 
working on performance-led work, through the experience of 
experimenting in rehearsals with given ideas and tasks that are 
choreographer-led. It is through this experiencing and generating 
that material is created, gathered and developed by the dancers 
with the guidance of the choreographer, and finally chosen and 
arranged by the latter. It is through the experience of this process 
that each member of the company understands the final piece, 
interprets it and generates those nuances of performance that 
are required to communicate the essence of the piece to an 
audience. These experiences of process are coupled with the 
experience of dancing the choreographed work and provide a 
reservoir of embodied experience on which the dancer draws 
for performance. Experience in these terms is invaluable for the 
dancer.

The processes and importance of experience hold true for 
any mover/dancer/performer/ performance. Community dance 

Dance Alive Youth Group

Uma Mather in Maya
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what is the difference between professional 
theatre dance and community dance? [cont]

performance would not take place if the members of the given 
community group were not experiencing these processes also. 
Dance and the performance of it is, after all, much more than 
the performance of steps and movements. The how’s, why’s and 
wherefores, are what turn steps and movements into dance and 
communication. In the last issue of   Movement & Dance readers 
will remember the opinions of Jane Dudley on the question ‘what 
makes a good dance? Jane Dudley believed that ‘…technical 
brilliance as an expressive tool is absolutely necessary … A 
dancer cannot get on stage and be fat, a dancer cannot get on 
stage and lose his balance’ (1). Although technical brilliance is 
still considered a prerequisite for a professional dancer, is it the 
be-all and end-all that leads to expression? Expression is far 
more than bodily utterance, it is generated through experience 
and relies on the intention of the mover - it does not depend on 
bodily structure or perfect balance. My own experience working 
with disabled young people in North Wales confirms my beliefs: a 
person is so much more than a body and it is people who dance, 
people who express and people who communicate through 
dance, through performance, through life.

The relationship between 
performance and audience.
It is important here to discuss 
briefly the idea of performance. The 
generally accepted use of the word 
performance relates to a person 
or persons doing something in a 
selected/designated space at a 
specified time that is viewed by an 
audience. But, must an audience 
be there for a performance to take 
place? Must the doer/performer be 
aware that they are being watched? 
Must a space and time for the 
event be selected, designated 
or specified? Many community 
dance groups do not perform -  
members simply attend sessions 
for the experience of dancing. Yet, 
toward the end of the session the 
practitioner may request that what 
they have been exploring in that 
session is repeated, with the doers 
concentrating on a particular aspect 
of the delivery, or, putting their whole 
selves into the experience which 
just adds a certain something to the rendition. Is this not a 
performance of a kind? When people attend parties or go for job 
interviews do they not perform? The audience may be made up 
of viewers they know, viewers they do not know, and people they 
did not even know where watching, but people watch and are 
watched everyday in no specified time or space.

Whilst considering performance - where both performers and 
audience are designated - it is important to question the audience 
and performance relationship. What is this relationship? What 
affects this relationship? Ideally this relationship is an interactive 
one where the affect and effect are two-way. The performance 
affects the audience which has an effect on them; but also, the 
audience affects the performance which creates an effect on 
stage. This means a performance becomes a performative event. 
Many things affect this process - one of which is the willingness 
of the audience to interact with the piece and those performing it. 
Members of an audience go to view a performance for many and 
varied reasons and these reasons along with expectations and 
the past experiences (life, theatre, et al) of the viewer, will affect 
the way that they interact with the performance. 

So how does this affect the viewing of community performance 
and professional dance performance? Both are open to 

becoming or being performative events and both are equally 
in position to fail depending on the audience’s expectations, 
preconceived ideas, experiences, willingness and openness 
to interaction. It could be suggested therefore that placing a 
community group in a theatre framework may create a mismatch 
of performance and venue. For some it may, and for some it 
may not, depending on the personal feelings of each member 
of the audience.     Returning once again to the article (already 
mentioned) in the last magazine, we find a quotation of John 
Martin from the New York Times which provides an example: ‘the 
dancer’s instrument has to be highly, highly trained and there 
has to be within a dance that kind of brilliant technical proficiency 
because we as audience crave it’ (2). If John Martin goes to the 
theatre and watches a community group, when he expected to 
watch a professional group, it may cause a problem - depending 
on whether his high expectations, coupled with his personal 
ideas and viewpoint, blocks his openness to interact with the 
piece and its performers. 

It can also be suggested that when audience members go to view 
a performance of community dance it is because 
they have a personal investment (child, friend, 
sibling etc) in the performance which makes them 
more open to interacting with that performance. 
This is indeed so but, this openness to the 
performance does not guarantee that they will enjoy 
the piece. A parent, sibling, friend, may appreciate 
the individual’s performance whilst still disliking the 
over all piece. Furthermore, a community dance 
performance is very rarely created from just one 
piece or one group. Here the overall enjoyment of 
the whole performance is not related to that initial 
investment. Investment in a performance is not 
only to be found in the community domain either - I 
have attended professional performances in which 
a friend of mine has been involved. Did this mean 
that I automatically enjoyed the performance? No! 
I definitely did not - but, could I still appreciate my 
friend’s work? Yes!

Discussing the role of the choreographer 
and his/her relationship to the group and the 
choreographed piece.
In my view one of the main differences between 
community dance performance and professional 
dance performance lies in the different roles of the 
choreographer. The professional choreographer 

working with a professional company has a specific role and a 
specific way of working - one that is personal to the choreographer 
- yet related to working in the domain of the professional. The 
choreographer working with a community group will have a very 
different way of working. Here choreographers, in the main, are 
either directly related to the group they are working with i.e. 
teacher/leader or, directly involved in working with community 
groups. This involvement in the community sector affects the way 
in which the choreographer interacts with the group members: 
the treatment of the material under choreographic investigation 
in relation to the group and the end-choices and structure 
of the choreography. For the professional choreographer 
the choreography or end-piece is likely to be of paramount 
importance - but for the community choreographer the group and 
its members are the most important issue.

The community choreographer/practitioner is placed in a 
position of responsibility for the progress, achievement, 
safeness, appropriateness, in all aspects the care (physical/ 
mental/social/ cultural) of each participant - and the group as a 
whole within the community dance session/space/ environment/
choreography/performance. One reason for this is the fact that in 
these sessions one is leading untrained people, be they adults, 
pensioners or children. As they are non-professional in this field, 

Choretechnics Group warming up at LABAN

what is the difference between professional 
theatre dance and community dance? [cont]

they may not be in tune with their own bodies - not understanding 
their limitations, nor having expectations of their ability as to what 
their own bodies can actually perform without injury. It is the 
community dance choreographer’s/practitioner’s professional 
position to safeguard each member during a session. At all 
stages the choreographer/practitioner of community dance must 
ensure that each member experiences success, enjoyment and 
satisfaction from their involvement in a session.

This, however, differs greatly from the role of the choreographer 
in professional theatre dance. As choreographers in this domain, 
work with professionally trained dancers/performers he/she can 
expect the dancer to understand his/her own body and ability, 
which allows each member of the company to take responsibility 
for their own actions and safety. When professional dancers have 
finished for the day they may not feel satisfaction or enjoyment: 
perhaps the sequence they were working on just is not right, or 
perhaps there is a combination of steps that seem impossible. It 
is not the choreographer’s position to make sure that each of the 
dancers feels good about their work at the end of a session; that 
responsibility lies with each dancer. But ultimately it is the dancer’s 
job to deal with the tasks set by the choreographer and to persist 
until it has been mastered; that is when dancers may well feel the 
satisfaction and success of a hard day’s/week’s/month’s work. 
The choreographer in this sector relates himself/herself primarily 
to the ideas/issues to be dealt with or communicated through the 
piece and the genre/medium of theatre itself.

Whilst working in the realm of community, the choreographer 
is pulled between complex issues relating to responsibility and 
those relating to choreography. Consideration for the group 
members, consideration of audience appreciation, consideration 
of the medium and choreographic ideas and issues must all be 
weighed up and decisions and choices made. Part of community 
work is allowing the individuals within a group, or the make-
up of a group, to guide issues of process, of progression and 
therefore, I would suggest - of product. The work of a community 
group holds relation to the group; that work develops out of the 
fabric of the group and the interrelations or relationships within it. 

Professional theatre dance and community dance are tangibly 
linked through the issues belonging to experience and its relation 
to process and product practices - professional theatre dance 
and community dance tread similar pathways. Differences in 
the experiences of the people involved in the different genres 
are obvious and do effect these processes, but these are of a 
progressional nature. Many professional dancers first interact 
with the medium of dance at a community level in some form 
and then, through dance education and study, they develop into 
professionals in their field. Those participating in community 
dance and professional theatre dance are therefore at different 
stages on this progressive scale; but the ideas embedded in 
experience and performance link the participants to the genres, 
the genres to the participants and both genres to each other. 

The major differences, then, lie in the role of the choreographer 
and his/her relationship to the group/dancers and how this 
relationship affects the choreographical form of the piece itself 
and the personal views of the viewer/audience member. The key 
to understanding the difference between community dance and 
professional theatre dance is a deeper knowledge of the genres. 
For the eradication of ‘snap-judgements’ (for I’m afraid that they 
do take place all the time and at all levels), education must take 
place: the education of professional theatre dance people with 
regard to what community dance work is about, and community 
dance people about the work and complexities involved in 
professional theatre dance - and all the ‘outsiders’ about both. 
Hopefully then, the genre of Movement/Dance will be better 
understood by all those involved in the different aspects within it, 
and all those involved in viewing and judging it from the outside 
would at least create greater interaction with performances of all 
kinds - allowing dance to be what it should be: a performative 
event. Further this education may reawaken amongst movement 
and dance people an interest in all aspects of movement and an 
understanding about how each aspect - community, professional, 
therapy et al - have valuable roles to play within the genre as a 
whole - as Laban himself believed.
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albrecht knust
an unsung hero of the laban movement

 (There can be few more qualified to pay tribute to Albrecht 
Knust’s life of self-effacing dedication to Kinetography Laban 
– than Sally Archbutt MPhil.  Her personal friendship with Knust 
and her admiration for his genius, as testified in the account that 
follows, provides a long-overdue celebration of an incomparable 
– if ‘unsung hero’ of the Laban Movement.) Sally Archbutt 
writes:

I vaguely knew the name of Albrecht Knust long before I met him. 
I saw him teaching notation at a Laban Course going on next to 
our British Dance Theatre Studio in Newton Road, Bayswater in 
1952, and when Hettie Loman and I went to a Summer Course at 
the Folkwangschule in Essen-Werden in 1960 I was aware that 
Knust had a notation studio there, but I was too shy to go and 
contact him. After a talk by Hans Zullig I once attended, I had at 
first tried to teach myself dance notation from Ann Hutchinson’s 
book, Labanotation, and had even attempted to write a score of 
one of Hettie’s ballets: Give Us This Day. In the early 60s, when 
I became a lecturer at Nonington College, the Principal, Ellinor 
Hinks, and I believed that movement 
observation and recording, including 
notation, could play an important 
part in the movement study training 
of physical education students. She 
arranged for Kent County Council 
to sponsor me to study with Valerie 
Preston Dunlop at Beechmont. 
Valerie had studied notation with 
Knust in Essen. 

Then, during one College vacation, 
Lisa Ullmann telephoned to ask 
whether it would be possible for my 
family to put up Albrecht Knust on 
one of his visits to England, as his 
cousin, Kathleen Kingsley, with whom 
he normally stayed, was away. My 
mother agreed, and thus began my 
wonderful friendship with him. During 
his twice-yearly visits to England we 
worked together and then I was given 
a secondment to go and study with 
him for four months in Essen. I liked 
Knust straight away. I appreciated 
his warmth, friendliness, calmness, 
and patience with my ignorance and 
ad hoc bits of knowledge. He taught 
me slowly and clearly the principles 
and rules of the Laban Notation 
System and how to observe and 
analyse. Later he introduced me to 
the fellowship and procedures of the 
International Council of Kinetography 
Laban, first as an observer and then 
as a member, and through this to 
the real world of investigation and 
movement research. 

By the time I met him Knust was already 65 years old and had 
hearing and eyesight problems, but his mind was quite clear. 
In the sometimes heated atmosphere of the biennial ICKL 
Conferences he would stand and argue his case, with examples, 
logically and firmly, and contributed many papers on technical 
notation matters. He always tried to understand and cater for 
other points of view, but was a constant reminder that, although 
developments are necessary, the notation signs and rules belong 
to a logical system, and that therefore great care must be taken 
in incorporating new signs if inconsistencies are to be avoided. 
I also became aware of the absolute regularity of Knust’s life, 
which must have enabled him, in spite of many hardships, to 
proceed steadily towards his aims. Although I knew that Knust 
was a great man and a great teacher, it was only much later 

that I came to realise that he had also been a dancer and 
choreographer, not just a notator, and that he was perhaps the 
most important of all the students of Laban. At that time I didn’t 
feel any need to know the details of his history. 

With indebtedness to many people I will now try to give some 
idea about the four phases of Knust’s life. 

1896 - 1920
Albrecht Knust was born in Hamburg in October 1896 (the same 
day as my mother!). The middle son of Carl and Maud Knust; his 
father was a business man, his mother was English. There were 
five children, three boys and two girls. As a teenager, Albrecht 
joined the youth movement (Wandervogel der Hamburger 
Judend); he had a great enthusiam for dance and theatre and 
later developed a name as a folk dance leader.

In 1915, at the age of 19, he was conscripted into the German 
army. He survived three terrifying years at the front in the First 
World War, losing his father and two brothers, Georg and Erich. 

The demobilisation in 1919 
found him a war-shocked 
young man of 23, propelled 
into the post-war chaos 
of  civilian life with few job 
opportunities and the sole 
male survivor of his family. His 
mother and remaining family 
members, his enthusiasm and 
interest in folk dance, and his 
meeting with Rudolf Laban 
restored him.

There are several accounts of 
what led him to Laban. One 
that he was recommended 
to Laban more or less for 
therapy, another that he had 
heard of Laban’s growing 
dance reputation, and another 
that he was interested in the 
ideas in Laban’s book, Die 
Welt des Tänzers, published 
in 1920. Suffice it to say that 
in 1920, at the age of 24, 
Albrecht Knust became one 
of the group of students who 
joined Laban and Bereska’s 
professional training school in 
Stuttgart. Among others were 
Kurt Jooss, Jens Keith, Julian 
Algo, Herta Feist (later Lisa 
Ullmann’s teacher), Gertrude 
Loeszer, Edith Walcher, and 
Sylvia  Bodmer. 

1920 - 1933
By the time Knust joined him, 

Laban aged 42, after twenty years of thought, trial and research, 
had clarified his main aims and methods for the Art of Movement 
and the New Theatre. His aims were: to promote dance as an 
independent theatre art able to stand free of music, to raise the 
status of dance to equal that of the other arts (necessitating the 
development of a movement script), to promote a new form of 
amateur dance as a community art form, and to promote a new 
method of dance training to develop the body’s expressiveness 
and for physical and mental health. According to Mary Wigman, 
by 1918 Laban had fully established  his Schwungskalen, based 
on choreutic and eukinetic findings, to use as his training method. 
The octahedral and icosahedral models were already there as a 
rational basis for mapping gestures in space. Force, Time and 
Space, Tension and Release and Narrow and Wide were all 
present as basic ways of defining and finding human expression. 

Albrecht Knust at the 1975 ICKL Conference, Herisan

Different aspects of the Labanschule included theatre dance 
training, choreography and performance, long summer courses 
developing amateur dance as a new choric art form, movement 
and dance study including observation, analysis and notation, 
and in addition there was Laban’s own choreographic work, 
research and lecture tours promoting new ideas to raise the 

status of dance. 

1922 was a time of political upheaval, with riots, inflation, hardship 
and hunger in Germany. The Laban professional training school 
moved to Hamburg, Knust’s home town. His family introduced 
contacts and helped to support him and the dancers. In 1923 
Laban gave Knust the responsibility of the administration of the 
Hamburg Laban School. Laban always encouraged his students 
by giving them, quite early on, tasks requiring them to take 
responsibility, according to their particular gifts as he saw them. 
Knust he saw had gifts, not only as a dancer, choreographer and 
group leader, but that he was also a reliable, rational, methodical, 
courageous young man, and interested in movement theory and 
the search for a movement script. In the same year the Hamburg 
amateur Movement Choir was launched and premiered Laban’s 
Prometheus. Laban envisioned the whole concept and planned 
it in detail with Knust, and then allowed him to bring the plans 
to life. The production was used as the qualifying examination 
for Knust, whose final task before being awarded the Laban 
Diploma was to show that he could actually stage Prometheus.

For the next twelve years Knust’s history is irrevocably tied up 
with the history of Rudolf Laban himself, which is expounded in 
great detail by Valerie Preston-Dunlop in her book, Rudolf Laban: 
An Extraordinary Life. There are many references in it to Knust 
as a leading dancer, assisting Laban in planning his large choral 
works and conducting rehearsals. Also that he had a particular 
talent for group dance forms and a gift for teaching men, building 
up a strong men’s group within the Hamburg Movement Choir. 

In 1924 Knust was entrusted with the leadership of the Hamburg 
Laban School (the Central Laban School), which remained under 
his guidance until 1934. In 1925 the Institute of Movement Notation 
and Movement Research in Hamburg opened which produced 
notation reading materials for exams. It was administered by 
Gertrude Snell. In 1926 Laban’s book Choreographie was 
published. Movement Choirs led by Laban’s former students 
soon became a popular community art form across Europe. By 
1927 there were 25 Movement Choirs in Germany, one each in 
Paris, Vienna, Prague, Budapest, Zagreb, Holland and two in 
Latvia. By 1927 also, many famous students had set up their 
own theatre groups and schools, Jooss with Leeder in Münster, 
Wigman in Dresden, Bodmer with Lotte Muller in Frankfurt and 
Feist in Berlin. In 1926 Knust had been appointed Ballet Master 
at the Friedrichstheater in Dessau, but resigned after a year 

albrecht knust
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realising that he didn’t have a sufficiently wide classical dance 
background. During all this period work continued to find the 
solution for a widely usable movement script. 

The final notational breakthrough came after the 1927 Dancers 
Congress in Magdeburg. Laban settled down with his closest 
colleagues, Kurt Jooss, Sigurd Leeder, Dussia Bereska, Albrecht 
Knust, Fritz Klingenbeck and Gertrude Snell. Each brought areas 
of concern and special skills. The breakthrough came when 
Jooss sugested that the previous notational body matrix could 
be opened out to provide columns for signs. It soon became 
apparent that the basic signs could be elongated or shortened 
to show the duration of movement. Additional signs, like musical 
sharps or flats, could be used to indicate distances and parts of 
limbs. A mid-line separating right and left provided a link with the 
oId Feuillet notation. The celebration for Laban was that, after 
nearly thirty years of thought, research and experiment, the flow 
of movement could be clearly shown and not just a series of 
positions. The name Kinetography was chosen. The Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Schrifttanz (German Society for Written Dance) 
was formed, and the notation system was published in 1928 at 
the 2nd Dancers Congress in Essen. Alongside it a performance 
of Laban’s Titan was given, revived from Knust’s score, the 
first score of a Movement Choir work, proving the efficacy of 
the system. In order to copyright the notation, a text booklet by 
Laban, Schrifttanz: Methodik, Orthographie, Erläuterung, was 
published in German, French and English. 
          
In 1930 the international financial crisis was looming and the 
Nazi party was about to seize power. The economic situation 
worsened and unemployment hardships again began to bite. 
The 3rd Dancers Congress was held in Munich amidst a crisis in 
the arts, clashes between avant garde and conservative factions, 
and the depressing social and economic plight of the dance 
profession. In 1930 Knust founded the first Dance Notation 
Bureau, in Hamburg, with Laban’s daughter Azra von Laban. He 
also began his treatise on the notation of group movements, a 
development without which, Laban acknowledged, the system 
would have remained very much restricted. Many Movement 
Choir leaders were now using notation and Knust’s ideas 
influenced choreography by showing on paper possible group 
forms that could be used to enhance and develop group feeling. 

The Laban Central School had meanwhile moved to Berlin, but 
with Laban’s impending appointment as Director of Movement 
and Choreography of the seven Prussian State Theatres and 
his choreographic work for the Wagner Festivals in Bayreuth, it 
was then transferred to Essen, where Jooss and Leeder were 
now in charge of the dance department at the Folkwangschule. 
Knust took charge of the Berlin School and Berlin Notation 
Bureau activities. In 1932, at the International Choreographic 
Competition in Paris arranged by the Archives International de la 
Danse, Kurt Jooss’ ballet: The Green Table, won the First Prize. 
The competition attracted many overseas dancers to Europe and 
invitations abroad for German dancers. Knust visited England, 
invited to lecture by the ISTD and Bedford Physical Training 
College. 

1933 - 1939
On January 30th, 1933, Hitler came to power in Germany. 
Anyone thought to be leftish or liberal, foreign or Jewish, lost 
their positions. There was closure of many arts institutions and 
censorship of any work thought to be ‘modern’, ‘Bolshevik’, 
‘Marxist’ or ‘Judaic’. The Heil Hitler greeting became obligatory. 
In 1933 Jooss and his company secretly fled Germany, tipped 
off that his arrest was imminent for retaining Jewish company 
members. His wife, Aino Simola, also was Jewish. Twenty three 
performers and several faculty members (including Sigurd Leeder 
and Lisa Ullmann) accompanied him. Knust was persuaded to 
take over the lendership of the Central Laban School in Essen.
 
In 1935 Knust notated the large group work choreographed 

Albrecht Knust, Hettie Loman, Sigurd Leeder and Lisa 
Ullmann at the 1973 ICKL Conference, Nonington College
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by Laban for the Wagner Opera Rienzi. The whole score was 
completed before Knust went to the famous open-air theatre at 
Zoppot to produce it. The choreography was recreated entirely 
from the notation, a pioneer achievement. In 1935 he decided 
to make Kinetography his career. He was the first professional 
Dance Notator. 

1936 was the year of the Olympic Games in 
Berlin. A large Movement Choir work had been 
choreographed by Laban, Vom Tauwind und 
der Neuen Freude (The Spring Wind and the 
New Joy), for the Opening Ceremony. 1OOO 
dancers from 22 Movement Choirs were 
rehearsed in separate cities all over Germany, 
learning the work through the score written 
and distributed in advance by Knust. Hitler and 
Goebbels turned up at the dress rehearsal. 
They disapproved of the ethos of the work and 
the performance was forbidden. The retribution 
of the Nazi regime soon impinged on Laban’s 
followers. Knust was the first to suffer. He was 
locked out of his Berlin office and all Laban’s 
books and teachings were banned, including 
Kinetography. He returned to Hamburg 
and worked in secret for the first version 
of his textbook, The Abriss (Handbook) of 
Kinetography Laban. In 1937 he visited Jooss 
at Dartington Hall in Devon for two months to 
discuss the text with Sigurd Leeder. In 1938 
Jooss invited Knust to England again to notate 
his ballets, but he could not get permission to 
leave Germany and Jooss could not offer him 
any finance. 
(Leeder’s young apprentice, Ann Hutchinson, 
was given the task, the start of her notation career! ) 

1939 - 1950
In 1939 Knust was invited by the ballet masters, Pia and Pino 
Mlakar, to become the notator at the State Opera in Munich. 
There he worked in secret in a small room at the top of the Opera 
House throughout the Second World War, notating six ballets 
choreographed by the Mlakars, the earliest full ballet scores 
written in Kinetography. In 1942 he also completed the second 
version of his textbook. It could only be distributed in duplicated 
typescript form among friends as printing was banned. It was 
not finally published until 1956 (1958 English version), but then, 
importantly, also included references to American (Labanotation) 
differences discovered after the war. 

From 1945 - 1950 Knust was supported by his family in 
Hamburg and spent five years writing his vast Encyclopaedia 
of Kinetography Laban. In the 8 volumes are collected 20,000 
examples of notated movement derived from different movement 
activities and dance styles, giving an empirical base proving the 
soundness of the notation system. Unfortunately this work has 
not yet been published, although six typewritten copies and three 
microfilms exist. 

1950 - 1978
In 1950 Knust travelled and lectured in Germany, England 
and Holland. In 1951 he was invited to become Lecturer 
in Kinetography at the Folkwangschule in Essen A special 
Kinetography Studio was established there and became his 
working base for the rest of his life. In 1958, invited by Nadia 
Chilkovsky Nahumck, he travelled to the U.S.A. and lectured at 
the Philadelphia Dance Academy, Jacob’s Pillow and the Dance 
Notation Bureau in New York. There were important discussions 
between representatives of the two main versions of the script, 
European and American. 

After Rudolf Laban’s death in 1958, the International Council 
of Kinetography Laban (ICKL) was formed, initiated by Lisa 

Ullmann. Knust was elected President. Its functions were, and 
remain, to unify, safeguard and promote the Laban notation 
system. As President of ICKL from 1965 until his death, Knust 
constantly reminded members of the underlying principles of the 
system, that developments are necessary but that, in the attempt 
to cater for modern choreographic trends and new movement 
possibilities, great care should be taken in considering the 
addition of new signs as there is a danger of losing sight of 

Laban’s intended compactness of the 
system. 

In 1974 Knust was nominated a Professor 
at the Folkwang Hochschule. Sadly he 
died a year before the publication of 
the final comprehensive version of his 
textbook, A Dictionary of Kinetography 
Laban (Labanotation) in 1979. This still 
remains, with Ann Hutchinson Guest’s 
Labanotation, one of the foremost 
textbooks on the Laban notation system. 

Note. Roderick and Diana Lange 
belonged to the circle of Knust’s closest 
friends and co-workers. They worked 
very intensively preparing the Dictionary 
for publication, Diana doing the detailed 
work of designing the enormous number 
of notation examples. Sadly she died in 
1981. Knust left the whole of his archives 
to the Centre for Dance Studies in Jersey. 
In 2003 Roderyk decided to transfer the 
Knust Archive to the Centre Nationale 
de la Danse in Paris, where the material 
is safe, accessible and being catalogued 

by a professional archivist. (Professor Roderyk Lange is the 
most eminent Polish dance anthropologist. Member of the 
Royal Anthropological Institute, the Conseil Internationale de la 
Danse (UNESCO), Lecturer at Poznań University, founder of the 
Institute of Choreology in Poznań and Fellow of ICKL, he has 
written numerous articles and books on dance and movement as 
a cultural phenomenon. A former student of Knust and true to his 
ideas and heritage, he was the leader of the European Seminar 
for Kinetography between 1980 and 1996.)

A dance group rehearsal at the Laban School 
in Hamburg, directed by Albrecht Knust

Kinetographic examples comparing different versions of the “polonaise”.  
From Lange,R  Dance Studies Vol 1 P38
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Some Tributes to Albrecht Knust

“Knust the man stood up to all our difficulties in a most upright 
and courageous manner. Great artist and explorer, great teacher 
and pioneer, he was the first one who showed us how to do it and 
how to persevere with the necessary undaunted energy.” 

Rudolf Laban                                                                    

“Laban’s ingenious conception had to be tried out on various 
styles of dance. In this process, Albrecht Knust became a loyal 
and gifted collaborator, full of discernment 
and artistic understanding”.

Pino Mlakar

“Deserving of appreciation and gratitude are 
all those who, as collaborators and disciples of 
the ‘Laban family’, have made their personal 
contributions. That you, dear Albrecht, rank in 
the very first line among these is no secret to 
anybody. In your new work you have placed 
a most powerful instrument into the hands of 
the young generation. May they prove worthy 
of your gift.”

Kurt Jooss                                                                                                                      
“What was so very characteristic of Knust 
was the conscientiousness with which he 
pursued his aim. Doubtless such a lifelong 
determination imposed much self denial. His former students 
from different periods know well that he would do everything he 
could, even as far as providing the subsistence necessary, for 
anybody who wanted to study kinetography with him.”                                                                               

Roderyk Lange

“In the winter 1951, I worked with Knust at the Folkwangschule 
Essen on the first translation into English of his Abriss. To say 
it was a painstaking and laborious endeavour on both our parts 
is an understatement, but I learned a valuable lesson from him 
that principles, once laid down, should guide all your decisions. 
I was penniless and he not much better off, but he took me to 
his regular café every Friday and gave me my one good meal 
of the week. In my research for Laban’s biography I came to 
understand Knust’s huge contribution to dance in Germany in the 
20s and 30s and his personal battle to overcome his trauma as a 
soldier in World War 1. Underneath his reserve was a generous 
heart and I not only admired his unswerving aim but became 
very fond of him over the years.” 

Valerie Preston-Dunlop

“When I first met Albrecht Knust (1959) I was immediately 
impressed by his kindness, openness and his precise, logical 
mind. These impressions lasted unchanged along the years. 
He was always open to any question, suggestion, or notation 
problem up to the very end of his life, and always ready to help in 
any circumstance. His lifelong devotion and tenacity to the sound 
development of Kinetography remains for us, his students, a 
precious example and support.”                                                  

Jacqueline Challet-Haas

“It was to my advantage that from the very beginning of my work at 
the Folkwang Hochschule that I worked in the same department 
as Albrecht Knust. He was always open and interested in dealing 
with all my questions that frequently were of a very basic nature. 
Later he followed my work with great interest and gave me advice 
whenever the need arose.”                                                           

Gisela Reber 

“When I came to the Folkwangschule I didn’t know that a 
movement notation system existed. During my studies as a 
dancer I became interested in Kinetography and decided to 
specialise in it. Knust was a marvellous teacher. His patience 
in answering my questions and his clarity in explaining difficult 

processes was tremendous. But only when following as his 
successor at the Folkwang Hochschule did I realise what I and 
the world of movement notation had lost by his death.”                 

Christine Eckerle

“A quiet genius, a true scholar concerned with fact and truth. A 
first among equals, not concerned with personal stardom but 
enjoying good companionship and friendly debate. A wonderful 
teacher and friend. Thank you for looking after and putting up 
with me for four months after I just arrived unannounced on 
your doorstep in Essen!” 

Sally Archbutt

“Albrecht Knust was a noble man. I, 
possibly more than anyone else, can say 
this. For I, alas, I was at one time a thorn 
in his side. During the many years that 
Knust had devoted to developing the use 
of the Laban system and had established 
his many rules, there had been no one 
at his side to share his thoughts and 
balance his decisions. In addition it was 
not appropriate in Europe for students to 
ask challenging questions of the teacher. 
Then here comes this young enthusiastic 
American girl, keen to share notation 
understandings with the great man. I 
came with a different point of view and 
logic and also the (American) expectation 

of open discussion. How did Knust react? Nobly. He continued 
to be kind, to be positive toward me as a person, despite the 
fact that I was a threat to his meticulous interweaving of rules, 
and, by extension, to the array of books and scores that he 
had produced. Knust was very generous of spirit. Despite our 
differences we had this devotion to notation as a common bond. 
I learned so much from him, from all the work he had done. He 
was a great man who has been sorely missed.”                           

Ann Hutchinson-Guest 

“Knust was a leader by example and a stabilizing factor in ICKL 
Conferences where I learned to listen to his careful presentations 
and debates with others about his topics and theirs.  These were 
debates which seemed to go on endlessly with no immediate 
solution or capitulation. Very gradually I understood that the 
discussions were not about winning but about seeking a better 
understanding of movement/dance and how to define and 
symbolize it clearly. And Knust would change his mind when a 
convincing argument was put forth. He would brighten up with 
‘new understanding’ just as when faced with the challenge of 
notating unfamiliar movement. I never studied with him, but he 
let me learn from him. We were the young ones.

Lucy Venable
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jean jarrell presents:
‘from labanotation to performance’

- a programme of dance works performed at the ICKL 
Conference 30th July 2005 -

On the first evening of the 24th biennial conference of the 
International Congress of Kinetography Laban/Labanotation, a 
programme of dance works entitled FROM LABANOTATION 
TO PERFORMANCE - PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE was 
presented in the Bonnie Bird Theatre. Links with Laban’s system 
for transcribing movement into symbols for the purpose of 
analysis and retrieval, first presented in 1928 and then developed 
by significant others, in particular Albrecht Knust and Ann 
Hutchinson Guest, underpinned all the works appearing in the 
performance; all having been or being transcribed into notation.

Some of the works, from the distant past, had been transcribed 
into Labanotation for the benefit of future generations of dancers 
while some older works, notated in the past, were made to live 
again by young notators/restagers working from score and 
whose work will thus contribute to the future of both dance and 
notation. Several works combined the use of current notation 
and the oral history paradigm whereby dancers from a previous 
generation pass on their knowledge and artistry to the dancers 
of the ‘here and now’. As Jean Jarrell succinctly concluded in her 
introduction to the evening’s performance: ‘Tonight we are here 
in the present, appreciating the past and anticipating the future’.

The first restaging, Once I had laughter by Hettie Loman, is a 
ballet based on the reactions of three different characters to the 
torture of imprisonment and the capacity of the human spirit to 
survive adversity. Two days before tonight’s performance the 
dancers spent an hour with the notator, Sally Archbutt, who 
had danced the work many times herself. The inception to this 
opening work was along the lines used by Laban where different 
movement choirs were rehearsed from score and then came 
together to perform.

The evening included a number of solos one of which was La 
Grande Valse by Francois Malkovsky who formulated his concept 
of new dance in the early years of the 20th century. His artistic 
research was part of the Paris School and he developed what he 
preferred to call an ‘art of living’ rather than an ‘art of movement’ 
- he taught a physical mastery which was, in principle, natural 
and open to everyone yet remained ‘artistic’ The Grande Valse 
was created in the late thirties and in but a 1948 programme was 
subtitled with a verse from Rabindranath Tagore:

Freed from the bonds of the sleeping earth
Joy makes her spring into infinity

Another solo was Kaddish, choreographed by Anna Sokolow. 
A key figure in the development of dance in the United States; 
Sokolow initially worked with Martha Graham but quickly 
branched off on her own. Believing that dance could be more 
than mere entertainment she explored contemporary issues 
many of which were influenced by Jewish historic cultural and 
religious themes. Kaddish was created in 1945 at the time the 
horrors of the holocaust were coming to a close. By wrapping a 
band around the arm she created a stylisation of the tefillin, an 
object of traditional Jewish prayer, and incorporated the beating 
of her breast, a component of Jewish confessional. Although a 
dance of mourning, the emphasis is on strength and the will to 
live.

Included in the programme was En Dolor, (1944) a solo work by 
Ethel Winter, choreographed at the age of 19, which led to her 
being taken into the Graham Company. The solo is a lament of 
memory and portrays a woman mourning a personal loss initially 
overcome by grief and anger and ultimately triumphing in the 
will to live. Two young dancers performing En Dolor provided the 
audience with a rare opportunity to compare two interpretations 
of the same work demonstrating the fact that while two versions 

may be faithful to the score 
the performance/artistic 
outcomes can be differently 
articulated in terms of such 
things as dancer type and 
movement style.
  
Two excerpts of works by an 
emerging Swiss company 
were shown, Duo Variations 
and Voices of Silence. 
Created in 2005 by Oliver 
Dähler and Karin Hermes 
the atempo repertory dance 
ensemble has a threefold 
mission: to revive works 
from the past and provide 
an educational platform 
enabling audiences to see and understand developments in 
dance in the 20th century as well as in the context of our dance 
heritage; through its own dance works, to remain a part of the 
artistic creativity of the present with the brief to develop notation 
records for educational purposes and restaging; to undertake 
research into the domain of movement analysis culminating in 
publications and conference papers.

A lively solo known as the Solo de Fabrice, from So Schnell 
provided the audience with a rare insight into the work of 
Dominique Bagouet. Influenced by Cunningham and release 
work, his impact on dance in France prior to his untimely death 
in 1992, is significant. Members of his company formed the 
Carnets Bagouet which to this day keeps his works alive. Many 
have been restaged by companies around the world and several 
have been notated.

Stabat Mater is considered by many as one of the finest dances 
Robert Cohan made for London Contemporary Dance Theatre. 
In 1967, at the invitation of dance enthusiast Robin Howard, 
Cohan came to Britain where he formed one of the strongest 
companies ever seen in the UK. Dance in this country would not 

be what it is without Cohan’s contribution. Many of the dancers 
he trained have gone on to work as dancers, choreographers, 
directors and teachers. Jean Jarrell is in the process of notating 
Stabat Mater and, as part of that process, restaged 7 sections 
of the work for the evening’s performance, with the help of Anne 
Went former dancer in LCDT and currently Programme Leader 
at Middlesex University.

(Jean Jarrell is Tutor in charge of Notation Studies at LABAN)

The images are video clips of the performances of En Dolor (top) and 
Stabat Mater

‘garbology’
Performance: July 2005 at The New Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich, 

Suffolk.

Garbology is a new educational programme to promote an 
awareness of history and the environment through archaeology. 
Michael Platt, Suffolk’s Dance Advisor, and Duncan Allan, 
Suffolk’s Garbologist collaborated on the project with five primary 
schools and local residents.

The rapturous applause and loud cheers at the end of Michael 
Platt’s spellbinding presentation of Garbology said it all. The 
audience had been treated to a magical evening. The dancers 
were 130 primary school children and one adult, Janet Lock. 
This was a wonderful piece of creative dance, extremely moving 
and thought-provoking. There was a true sense of community 
spirit spreading from the stage into the audience.  How had it all 
begun?

The starting point for the project was a visit to a Victorian rubbish 
dump. Anne Clarke, Head Teacher of Stutton CEVCP School, 
picks up the story:

Starting the whole 
project with an 
a r c h a e o l o g i c a l 
dig instantly gave 
the children and 
staff a real ‘hands 
on’ opportunity 
to, quite literally, 
d i s c o v e r 
memorabilia from 
the past. Sharing 
their ‘finds’, 

working alongside 
older members of our community, enabled the children to really 
understand what it must have been like to live in the past; they 
listened intently as the memories and stories unfolded. The 
children then re-wrote these memories, and also imagined how it 
must have been to be one of their ‘finds’. Their writing was then 
used to shape the movements in the dance. The preceding work 
enabled the children to get a real feel for the objects, their ‘finds’, 
and this was obvious in the way they responded to the music. The 
emotion that this dance evoked was quite something; working 
with Janet Lock provided a new dimension for the children and 
their dance. Working so closely with one of our older members of 
the community was a real privilege – one which made the whole 
experience particularly memorable.

We, the audience were guided through the stages of the project 
by way of film, narration, stories and an explanation of how the 
dance movements had been extracted and developed. Sharing 
the creative process with us stimulated our senses, thus opening 
up a dialogue between the dancers and audience. We didn’t 
feel alienated but became active participants, looking out for the 
individual sequences and motifs that the children demonstrated, 
when the whole dance was performed. 

The dance included 
digging, sifting 
washing and 
gathering of the 
‘finds’ and creating 
the shapes - the 
contents of the 
bottle and jars. 
We could almost 
taste the fizzy 
lemonade, gooey 
jam, and smell the 
slimy liquid, as the 
bodies wriggled, 

slithered and bubbled around the stage. There wasn’t a dry eye 
in the house when two ‘broken pieces of china’ found each other 

having been apart for so long. A beautifully executed moment 
as two groups of dances lifted their ‘fragments’ high and joined 
them together in a still frieze. Exquisite! Janet and her dancers 
transported us back in time, when skipping, playing hopscotch 
and marbles were our entertainment.

Then we were exposed, (through a superbly choreographed 
piece of film footage of waste-disposal lorries at the Council Tip) 
to the shocking amount of rubbish and waste that 21st Century 
living accumulates. The grim reality of how we are gradually 
eroding our ‘green and pleasant land’ was revealed through our 
disposable society.

I wondered what Janet’s thoughts were on her involvement in the 
project, for it is a rare treat to see children dancing with a member 
of the older generation. Janet very kindly penned a piece for us 
entitled An Experience of a Lifetime. With her permission I have 
extracted the following passages:

Why should I be privileged to appear on stage at the New Wolsey 
Theatre in Ipswich with 130 primary school children when I am a 
grandmother? I’ll tell you how it came about and what it means 
to me. My husband and I were included with some of the more 
‘with-it’ village worthies who were called upon to go and identify 
and reminisce at the school about artefacts discovered in a 
Victorian rubbish dump. ‘This work was to be developed into a 
dance piece’.

The project seemed a little remote from music and movement 
but I had seen Michael’s productions before and how he was 
a master of inspiration and co-ordination so all things were 
possible, no matter how far fetched.

Of prime importance in my life has been the noticing of elegance, 
elegance in man’s creativity and in nature, and in that greatest 
of all creations, the human form. Whether active or statuesque, 
there is great appeal in the shapes taken on by the human body.

Sometime later we 
were invited to take 
part in the actual 
show, having been 
led to believe that 
the involvement 
on stage would be 
quite peripheral. I 
agreed to go along 
to the rehearsals 
not realising that 
I would be the 

sole participant. Michael asked me if I would join in the dance. 
Dance? Me?’ 

(Janet agreed though and was soon part of the creative process...) 
Oh, and the music was so RIGHT, the children so keen and the 
integration so gentle, I enjoyed it tremendously. We exchanged 
ideas; jumping in to an imaginary, twirling skipping rope, also 
using the skipping step of childhood and country- dance; I didn’t 
have to act- this was the me of the past and the me of the present 
moment - all I had to do was to convey the story by movement 
with the dancing companions to make it come true for them 
and the audience. Was this perhaps Laban running through my 
feet? So there I was, unbelievably in the public eye, trying to 
create beauty and tell a story in my humble way, moulded by an 
artist and appearing as an artist.  What a fulfilling experience for 
someone who will be seventy in December.

In a time when we are bombarded daily, via the media, with 
images of shattered communities, brought about either by man 
or forces of nature, this performance of Garbology gave one 
such hope for the future. The dance was a fusion of relationships 
and communities: the imagery of the piecing back together of 
the broken pieces, the discussions between the children and the 
older folk, the trust forged between the dancers and their peers, 
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‘garbology’ [cont]
Janet’s beautiful and graceful 
integration with the youngsters 
- and the sharing between 
performers and audience created 
a whole that showed strength and 
confidence and beauty. It made 
us all stop and think about the 
importance of our heritage and 
the importance of caring for our 
future, and for today, caring for 
each other and our planet. 

The value of such a project as 
this is best summed up in the 
words of Anne Clarke:

At Stutton School we believe that 
dance has a crucial role to play 

in providing our children with an understanding of the effect 
of fully engaging their hearts, bodies and minds with an idea. 

 
Laban Guild Diamond Jubilee

11th March 2006
The University of Surrey, Guildford

Our annual day of dance in 2006 celebrates 60 years since the foundation of the Laban Guild.

Our theme will centre around Laban’s Crystalline Forms.  Celebrations will include:  
The AGM; The Laban Lecture; Movement Sessions led by Anna Carlisle and Wendy Hermelin

An introduction to The National Resource Centre for Dance
by  archivist Chris Jones

leading to

An  Exhibition  of  Laban’s  Choreutic  Drawings

Suffolk  Youth  Theatre  Performance produced by Michael Platt

A movement choir directed by Sam and Susi Thornton

A Finger Buffet  Reception

Booking forms are available on the website at www.labanguild.org
For further information and accommodation list contact Sue Grover
Email  sue.grover@bodytalk.fsnet.co.uk   Telephone  01582 768 001

They learn to appreciate the importance, as well as the visual 
impact, of the subtlety of movement. The children also very much 
enjoyed the prestige of performing at the Wolsey Theatre in front 
of their families, teachers, headteachers, members of the wider 
community – a real audience. 
  
Michael Platt’s passion for dance is infectious. It was a real 
pleasure to watch our children’s confidence blossom under his 
direction. Regardless of gender or academic ability – they simply 
shone.

My grateful thanks to Michael Platt, Duncan Allan, Anne Clarke, 
Janet Lock, the children and all others involved for giving us such 
an unforgettable experience. Thank you.

Liz Norman
Course Co-ordinator for Stage 1, Laban Guild Community Dance 
Teachers Course, Chelmsford.   

What an exciting place is the Royal Albert Hall !  One joined the 
crowds at the doors then up the elegant staircase to the Guild 
box to be welcomed by our Chairman, Janet Whettam.  Then to 
look down on the vast arena and round at the tiers upon tiers  of 
excited people filled one with anticipation.

The occasion was the celebration of 70 years of the Central 
Council of Physical Recreation presented by the Movement 

and Dance Division. Twenty-two member organisations and five 
invited groups took part in an exciting and varied programme which 
held the audience spellbound for over three  hours. Participants 
came from all parts of the United Kingdom, encompassing 
a whole range of age and skill. The formal elegance of the 

ballroom dances contrasted with the exuberance of the Jiving 
Lindy Hoppers: the restrained and graceful movement of the 
over-sixties contrasted with the astonishing acrobatic skill of 
the British Gymnasts. Choreography matched the skill of the 
performers enabling all to give of their best. Dance Voice Therapy 
Centre captivated the audience with their graceful dance, with 
and without wheelchairs, where even the manipulation of the 
brakes became part of the dance. A young man in a wheelchair 
enjoyed the freedom of travelling right across the arena, from 
one group to another, without help.

ccpr ‘on show’ 
at the royal albert hall

The Laban Guild was well represented by Caroline Mummery’s 
group, costumed entirely in white in striking contrast to most 
other groups. They were well supported by music composed for 
them by Christopher Elliott. The detailed work was sensitively 
performed, with a good sense of space, shape and relationship. 
Although the dance was created by a group of adults and a group 
of children working separately, their focus on relationships during 
their rehearsals blended the two groups into one.

The programme was well presented culminating in a spectacular 
Finale by over nine hundred performers, filling the arena and the 
aisles. It was a most joyous occasion (see front cover).

Sheila McGivering

nec extravaganza
What a variety of dance was to be seen at the Dance, Drama and 
Music Extravaganza at the N.E.C. Birmingham last weekend; a 
dynamic 2 day event which attracted many exhibitors from the 
performing arts!  It was attended by large numbers of students, 
teachers and the general public

From the rhythmic invention and precision of the Irish dance to 
the throbbing beat and acrobatic movements of Street Dance, 
from singing of catchy tunes, to the exciting and colourful swirling 
of costumes and props, the music was mainly “beat”. 

There were two 
performance areas 
and between the two 
stages there was a 
variety of interesting 
stands, showing 
displays of costume 
and merchandise 
useful for dance 
from modern to 
historical, and the 
work of schools of 
theatre and drama 
and companies 
who specialise in 
encouraging young 
people to take part 
in dance, drama and 
music in their leisure 

time. Exhibitor’s stalls ranged from Stagecoach to publishers of 
dance magazines and dance clothing. It was good to see the 
CDET there, Anna’s seminar being informative, but drowned out 
by the excess noise from the stages 

The Guild stand attracted a great deal of attention over the two 
days, mostly from potential teachers of community dance, so 
Elaine and Carol were constantly busy with people enquiring and 
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linc 2005 [cont]

Running a Course can be a nightmare. We finished L.in.C 
2004 being given notice from Eastbourne College, our home 
for the past three years.   The Language School who books 
the campus for the whole of the summer was growing. They 
needed more beds – so they’re in and we’re out! Various people 
went on a search and our first visit was Portsmouth. Beautiful 
accommodation overlooking the Solent, a long and dusty walk to 
the dancing spaces – will the delegates do this? No swimming 
pool!  Will a change of venue tip people into giving this year 
a miss? Having filled in the forms and crossed our fingers we 
heard, two weeks later that the Sports facilities were going to 
be overhauled during our week. Goodbye Portsmouth and hello 
University of Kent. A long, long drive after weeks of e-mails for 
prices and hard information, produced nothing but “we’ll have to 
let you know”. “Don’t call us we’ll call you”, we thought and on 
the long way home, we thought of university campuses nearer to 
home:  Royal Holloway, Brunel. “Yes” said Royal Holloway until 
they discovered the next day that they were hosting the Junior 
Rowing Teams.  “Can you start your course a day early so that 
you can leave on the Friday?”  But the University of Middlesex, 
Runnymede Campus the original home of Brunel could take us in 
but could not provide us with any dancing spaces.

And so it came to pass that delegates did book in, a little bus was 
hired and Andy Weston, a wonderful volunteer for administrator, 
from the previous year, agreed to put on his chauffeur’s cap 

and ferry people twice a day to and fro. Song sheets were given 
out for the journey to a local school which provided us with 
our own space, plenty of grubbiness of foot but all of this was 
borne with good humour by the delegates. They produced the 
most wonderful work during the 7 days. Anna Carlisle, Wendy 
Hermelin, Rosie Manton, Mitch Mitchelson, Sam and myself 
were privileged to bring wonderful ideas and stimuli and watch 
as creativity blossomed in every direction with dance, words, 
creative writing, voice, sculpture and stitching. (The latter will 
be followed up on Wendy’s course in the New Year.) I wish 
Guild members (not present at the Course) could have seen the 
sharings that delegates enjoyed.
      
Where will we be in 2006?   Watch this space and DO COME!

Susi Thornton

linc 2005

nec extravaganza 
[cont]

showing a great deal of interest in what we have to offer.  We 
were able to pass on the names of 30 potential clients to Ann 
Ward.  In addition the prospectuses of Dorothy Ledgard, lecturer 
in dance from Wolverhampton University who had organised the 
stall for us, also attracted attention from prospective students. 
We had 3 videos running, representing different aspects of our 
work.

Performances on stage were disappointing in that they 
represented only a very limited range of performance arts. 
However, the groups, showed tremendous energy and high 
levels of fitness as well as great commitment and enthusiasm, 
which was really good to see.

Carol, Elaine & Janice.

photos by Irma Kort

Our Community Dance Teachers Course in Kinnegad, Co 
Westmeath, for Midland Arts in Ireland, has just reached an 
exciting conclusion. Although a small course, the standard of 
work and the commitment of the participants was very high. 
Our thanks go to Shane Brennan, who has hosted this course 
and supported the members throughout. We would like to 
congratulate Antoinette Duffy, Della Hickey, Emir Keating, Bette 
King, Michelle McCullagh, Martha Mcmanus, Olive Whelan 
and Joan Walsh on reaching the required standard with some 
enjoyable, well prepared and well taught sessions. Some course 
members are still planning to present sessions for assessment 
at a later date.

We are also approaching the end of the Essex CDTC. On W/
E 10, course members were to be taught by Walli Meier for a 
day and overall the week end concentrated on preparing them 
to teach out in the community. The final W/E will be on 26/27 
November at New Hall School in Chelmsford. Do come along 
and support your fellow Guild members.

We are also looking forward to starting our next course in South 
Wales, another course for Co Kildare Arts Office in Ireland, and 
yet another in Belfast. Full details will be announced as soon as 
they are finalised.

If you would like a course in your area, please contact Ann Ward, 
the Courses Officer.

We also have increasing interest in our Foundation Course, 
which can be taught by any one who has completed our CDTC, 
and our Certificated Courses of Achievement for Children.

And we are extending our provision of Continued Professional 
Development Courses.

report from the
courses officer

returning

gesture

I gesture to question this or that
I gesture to say yes or no

My gestures describe what I say
So you know what is what.

A gesture speaks what words cannot say
A gesture talks without sound

A gesture may take or a gesture may give,
Reject or receive.

A gesture speaks volumes
Make sure it is clear

With head hand or limb.
Gestures make movements –

That come from within.

                            Walli Meier

your new membership 
secretary

I hadn’t been to L.in.C for about fifteen years as an active full 
participant and sitting on Richmond Station in my own designed 
L.in.C 1986 T- shirt based on Rudolf Laban’s drawings from 
Vision of Dynamic Space, I was full of anticipation, excitement 
and dread!
      
There was so much to experience:  
From Anna Carlisle - ‘research’ could be in and of the body not 
just an intellectual or cerebral pursuit. From Rosie Manton – how 
to build relationships through co-operation and negotiation – a 
lesson for life no less.  Susi Thornton’s empowering patterning 
at the beginning for the Course which enfolded us into a circle. It 
occurred to me that Laban naturally worked within the principles of 
inclusion which are debated in educational circles today. I wound 
myself into The Rose and the Maze (from Chartres Cathedral) 
with Anna and was challenged to understand space and place 
and words in a new way.   Our creative writing tutor described 
this as “excellence emerging”.  In the drama Pedro the Great 
Pretender I learnt how to die as the Duchess and as another 
character, Maldonado I got to tell skilful Mitch Mitchelson (tutor, 
professional clown, actor, director ) that he needed to ‘practise a 
little more’- the audacity of it!  I entered into the unique experience 
of the ‘voice option’ with Johannes Kamp which I found hugely 
empowering and thought provoking but with so much laughter.

Finally Sam Thornton’s movement choir – it is difficult to describe 
in words the emotional charge (Picasso’s words) of moving 
with a large number of people,  call it ‘awesome’, uplifting and 
inspirational.  Jean McColl (our visiting artist) with her beautiful 
drawings recorded the dancing of  that wonderful day with its 
powerful ending.

There are so many to thank – staff, Andy the admin, my daughter 
for giving me my sketchbook and so many wonderful people with 
whom I laughed, cried and danced.  See you next year?

Jan Gare

As incoming Membership Secretary I was asked to write a few 
words about myself. I have always been interested in dance 
and took part in dance activities from an early age. I trained at 
the Studio in Addlestone, a fascinating time, and did teacher 
training at Trent Park College. My first job was in a school in 

Cannock where a unique 
Head gave me the most 
fantastic opportunities. 
As people became more 
interested I took classes 
in other schools and ran 
Teacher’s courses and 
organised dance lessons 
at the North Staffs School 
of Music. This was 
particularly interesting, 
as I worked with some 
gifted pupils. Later I 

moved to Liverpool to lecture at I.M.Marsh College and I worked 
with dedicated and knowledgeable colleagues in the Dance 
Department headed by Lorn Primrose. During this time I gained 
a B.A. from the Open University. My daughter was born in 1980 
and I continued to dance and teach with the Manchester Dance 
Circle, led originally by Sylvia Bodmer and latterly by Enid Platt. 
I now dance in Liverpool with an interesting and talented group 
of people. I am a Member of the Imperial Society of Teachers of 
Dance and an Associate of Trinity College, London.

I look forward to a continuing involvement with dance enthusiasts 
as Membership Secretary.
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The Laban Guild and essexdance are working in partnership 
to complete the Stage 1 Community Dance Leaders course in 
Chelmsford. Through this partnership essexdance has hosted 
a summer school to support local teachers on the course and 
also to bring together a professional group of dancers/ teachers 
interested in learning more about Laban principles.

Two great leaders; Anna Carlisle and Wendy Hermelin, each 
of whom have very different ways of teaching, led the four-
day course. Anna’s sessions were fast paced with a variety of 
teaching methods and set phrases, which can be utilised in our 
own lessons. Anna had a very clear and upbeat manner that 
spreads throughout the group during her sessions. Wendy’s 
sessions worked towards a group piece using a specific theme, 
this was really enjoyable. The piece was built up bit by bit with 
small chunks of instructions. Wendy was leading the group but 
we were encouraged to make choices which then made the work 
feel like our own. We finished the week off with a sharing of the 
group piece and this felt great, performing is something that 
should be offered more widely.

I really enjoyed moving all day for four consecutive days, 
something I haven’t done since my college years! It has re ignited 
my mind and confirmed what I was thinking; that I enjoy being in 
the classroom and want to share what I am learning on the Stage 
1 course with others. I feel that everything we’ve been taught on 
the Stage 1 course, clicked in to place on the summer school. It 
has helped to build up my confidence in teaching and has given 
me a better understanding of the Laban principles. 

Being able to work with like-minded people for the week was 
great fun and even better for creative ideas, as there were more 
people to bounce ideas around with.  By the time the week was 
over we were all feeling quite exhausted but with a new spring 
in our step, as the head spins with ideas for dance and what the 
future might hold.

Joanne Knapek
essexdance and Stage 1 participant

chelmsford summer 
school

I booked the family holiday as soon as I heard the dates for Laban 
Summer School, figuring at some level that I may need a holiday 
after an intensive week of dance. How right I was .....

Entering the Loftus Hall in Maynooth on Bank Holiday Monday 
1st August 2005 was a familiar experience to me, having been 
a student there. That said, as adults gradually filtered into the 
room I hardly recognised it; the partition was back and a very 
large dance space was created. There were familiar faces and a 
realisation that those of us who had been studying on the Laban 
Guild Community Dance Teacher’s Course were on the “home 
run”.

I respected the way tutors and dancers mingled and enjoyed the 
equality and sharing at breaks, during walks and talks. I accessed 
all workshops timetabled less I’d miss something. There were 
immense creative and potentially freeing opportunities provided 
by experienced tutors passionate about their work. On a personal 
note, the Maynooth Summer School challenged me on many 
levels and I derived a sense of increased personal competence.

Thank you to all the feet that occupied the space for the week. I 
also thank everyone involved in organising the Summer School.

Olive Whelan
(This Laban based course was organised by Lucina Russell, the 
Arts Officer for County Kildare. Participants came from all over 
Ireland, North and South, to be tutored by Anna Carlisle, Wendy 
Hermelin, Cathy O’Kennedy, Sam and Susi Thornton and Ann 
Ward. There were also opportunities to study Sherborne work 
and get ideas for working with people with disabilities from Cher 
Mather and Colm Gallagher, and Paula O’Shaunessy provided 
some relaxing yoga sessions at the end of the day.)

maynooth summer 
school

report from the
courses officer [cont]

Congratulations to the members of our Community Dance 
Teachers Course in Kinnegad, Co Westmeath!

Antoinette Duffy, Della Hickey, Emir Keating, Bette King, Michelle 
McCullagh, Martha Mcmanus, Olive Whelan and Joan Walsh 
all reached the required standard with some enjoyable, well 
prepared and well taught sessions. Other course members are 
planning to present sessions for assessment at a later date.

Although a small course, the standard of work and the 
commitment of the participants was very high. Our thanks go to 
Shane Brennan, from Midland Arts who has hosted this course 
and supported the members throughout. 

Still to come, the final assessments for the Essex course on 26/27 
November at New Hall School in Chelmsford. Do come along, 
whether for a few hours or the whole weekend, and support your 
fellow Guild members by taking part in their sessions. Details are 
in the Diary Dates.

And next, we hope to start a course in South Wales in the Spring, 
so watch this space for further details or contact Ann to receive 
details as soon as they are available.

Courses Officer, 7 Coates Close, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex  
CM9 4PB 
Email: awardglenkeen@bigfoot.com

Ann Ward

diary
laban based dance classes
 
Belfast, Crescent Arts Centre 
Monday: 
4.45pm - 5.45pm Crescent Youth Dance 
5.45pm - 6.45pm Adult Movement and Dance 
Contact: 
Brenda McKee 25 Malone Hill Park Belfast BT9 
6RE email: brendagm@aol.com
 
Bromley
Wednesday afternoons and Thursday mornings 
Community Dance classes for people with learning 
difficulties
Contact:
Avril Hitman  020 8467 3331
 
Cambridge
Wednesday mornings  over 55s - open class
Contact:
Maddy Tongue  01223 302030 

Swindon
Saturday mornings, three separate classes  for 4-5 
years, 6-8 years, 9-13 years 
Contact:
Kathy Geddes  02793 463210

november

Henrietta Hale - The Dog Kennel Hill Project: Mixed Bill 
Thursday 17 November, 1930hrs, £12 / £8 (concessions)
The Dog Kennel Hill Project is a new initiative bringing together 
the visions of Henrietta Hale, Rachel Lopez de la Nieta and Ben 
Ash. This is an evening of three works, with music by Angie 
Atmadjaja which dances along the edges of perception.
LABAN Creekside London SE8 3DZ Box office: 020 8469 
9500

Suffolk – November 23-27th  2005
Residential in authentic movement, led by Dr Helen Payne, 
experienced Laban teacher of dance, senior registered dance 
movement therapist  and accredited psychotherapist. at Leiston 
Abbey, Suffolk.
Contact: helen at h.l.payne@herts.ac.uk

Chelmsford - November 26-27th 2005
Two days of dance at New Hall School, Boreham.  Dance for free!  
Come and take part in the assessment sessions presented by 
course members from our current Community Dance Teachers 
Course.  An hour, a day or a weekend.
Contact: Liz Norman at elizabeth.norman@btinternet.com

Retina Dance Company: Eleven stories for the body, 
distance to our soulThursday 24 November, 1930hrs, £12 / £8 
(concessions)
Stunning performances from Retina’s international company in 
an evening of dance that investigates aspects of humanity from 
the perspectives of eleven writers.
LABAN Creekside London SE8 3DZ Box office: 020 8469 
9500

Laban Students in Performance: Part 2
Wednesday 30 November - Thursday 1 December, 1930hrs, £3 
/ £1 (concessions)
Final Undergraduate Dance Theatre and Professional Diploma 
students perform new choreography from guest artists including 
Lea Anderson, Mark Lorimer and Stephanie Schober.  LABAN 
Creekside London SE8 3DZ Box office: 020 8469 9500

february

Southern Spain – February 5-12 2006
Meeting the Goddess – a journey to the sacred feminine. In 
reclaiming the wisdom, power and joy of our original birthright we 
encounter different facets of the goddess as she moves within 
us. Dance Week led by Rosie Manton and Gill Eardley
Contact: Rosie Manton Tel. (0034) 952 534 308 
email: rosmal.lifeworks@virgin.net
Or: Gill Eardley Tel. (0034) 952 030 927 
email: eardleygill@yahoo.com  
 
Somerset – February 11-12th 2006
Threads of memory; footprints of time. A dancing stitches project 
led by Wendy Hermelin. Themes taken from iron-age hill-forts 
will inspire the weaving together of the dance and the stitch.
A fascinating series of workshops, will lead to an innovative and 
exciting exhibition/performance in the Autumn of 2006 in the 
South Somerset/West Dorset area.  Participants will undertake 
dancing, which leads to stitching, which leads to dancing and 
stitching, on the theme of the iron-age hill forts.
Workshop dates - February 11th/12th ; April 29th/30th; July 8th/9th; 
September 23rd/24th; October (date unconfirmed);
Exhibition and performance - November (date unconfirmed)
Contact: Wendy Hermelin Tel. 01308 862332 
email: wjhermelin@hotmail.com 

march

Guildford, Surrey – March 11th 2006 Laban Guild AGM 
Diamond Jubilee year at Surrey University, Guildford  
Contact: Jill Goff  Tel. 01483 763214 
email: jill_goff100@hotmail.com n
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ADVERTISING SPACE
with artwork ready to print

£25 - eighth page: £50 - quarter page
£75 - third page: 

£100 - half page mono: £250 - full colour
£150 full page mono: £400 - full colour

classified ads at 10p per word 
(50 words)

£35 - A5 flyer
£50 - A4 flyer

Please send to the Editor and make cheques 
payable to the Laban Guild

Are you being e-flashed?
 
For an up to date monthly resumé of Guild events, 
news and job opportunities , just email: lydia.
everitt@btinternet.com And remember, you can post 
YOUR news on this service, so if you are planning a 
course, event or workshop, just let Lydia know, and 
your information will go out to all other Guild mem-
bers registered with the scheme.

It is now a legal requirement for premises to be 
accessible to all members of the public, including 
those who are wheelchair users or who have special 
needs. So just check out the premises you are hiring 
and make sure that they are complying with the law, 
so that you are not called to account.




